
WALK AUDIT      
CERTIFICATION TRAINING
Grassroots Pedestrian Advocacy, Resilient Urban 
Design and Equitable Community Development 
from the Clean Air Council and Temple University 
Office of Sustainability 



The Walk Audit Training Certification program 

is an original service learning curriculum 

that teaches students how to evaluate the 

pedestrian experience. Temple Sustainability 

partnered with local legacy environmental 

non-profit Clean Air Council and their 

pedestrian advocacy organization, Feet First 

Philly. 

Through this program and its skill delivery 

in the fields of asset-based community 

development and community organizing, we 

present walking as a model for sustainable 

behavior change and active and engaged 

urban stewardship. In connecting this work to 

Temple University’s  sustainable transportation 

and operations goals, the Walk Audit program 

is an essential step in reducing emissions from 

commuting to Temple University campuses. 



WALK AUDIT: COMMUNITY 
LEARNING, SHARED STORIES, 
AND PEDESTRIAN ADVOCACY

This was a presentation submitted for the 
Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan  
Universities’ Learning and Development 
series given collaboratively by CAC and 
TU Sustainability. 
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Walk Audit: Community Learning, Shared Stories, and Pedestrian Advocacy

❏ Goals 
❏ Climate Justice and the Urban Mission 
❏ The Partnership 

❏ Clean Air Council and Temple Sustainability 

❏ The Walk Audit
❏ What is a Walk Audit?
❏ Our Hybrid Programming Model
❏ Shared Stories and Community Learning: Outcomes
❏ Pedestrian Advocacy: Applications and Scaling Up

❏ Next Steps and Questions 
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Today we will explore...

❏ Why and how higher education is an accelerant for planning and 
growing climate just urban communities

❏ How to align goals with nonprofit partners through shared stories 
and community organizing frameworks

❏ Walking as a model for sustainable behavior change and active 
and engaged urban stewardship 
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Understanding the Climate Action Mandate

Presidential Climate Commitment
❏ Complete an emission inventory
❏ Target date and interim milestones for 

carbon neutrality
❏ Take immediate steps to reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions by choosing from a list of 
short-term actions

❏ Integrate sustainability into the curriculum 
and make it part of the educational 
experience

❏ Make the action plan, inventory and progress 
reports publicly available
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Climate Justice and the Urban Mission



Sustainable 
Transportation

INSTITUTIONAL CHANGEMAKING: 
Climate Justice & Carbon 
Emissions

BEHAVIOR AND LIFESTYLE 
CHANGE: Sustainable Commuting 
and Low-carbon transport

JUST POLICY: Traffic Violence and 
Planning equitable, healthy and 
climate resilient communities

Temple University Office of 
Sustainability & Clean Air Council 
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Can we address sustainability challenges in urban 
transportation in a holistic way which considers 
student leadership development and teaches them 
to be more active and engaged stewards and 
citizens of their communities?

Yes, through pedestrian advocacy and walk audits
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Clean Air Council & Feet First Philly 

Mission: 
The Council is dedicated to protecting and 

defending everyone’s right to a healthy 
environment

Mission: 
Feet First Philly aims to raise awareness of 

issues facing pedestrians in the City of 
Philadelphia, improve the pedestrian 

environment, protect the rights of 
pedestrians, and encourage walking as a 

mode of transportation, as well as for 
exercise and recreation.
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Promoting Walking

Walking is our best hope for population-
level shift in physical activity and a key 
strategy to reducing transportation C02

Why walk?
● Promotes/improves health
● Accessible/available
● Environmentally friendly
● Creates social connections
● Good for business
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Recruitment: 

Brief application via Google forms; 1 month recruitment period; 
EcoReps student leaders; all departments; all majors: especially 
Geography and Urban Studies, Community Development, 
Landscape Architecture, and Architecture

Training: 

Year-long two semester training; in fall, an introductory virtual 
CAC/FFP training and in-person field assignment; in spring, a 
more advanced virtual training and in-person field assignment 

Final Presentation: 

Present findings and recommendations to a virtual audience of 
Office of Sustainability staff and other stakeholders

Program Basics

Walk Audit StoryMap

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/9a7d580b2bca4975914e150f7ae6d732
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Field Work and Assignment
Qualitative (Corridor)

❏ Varied Environment
❏ Designed for People
❏ Transportation Connections
❏ Safety and Accessibility for all
❏ Comfort and Appeal

Quantitative (Intersection)

❏ Crossing streets and Intersections
❏ Sidewalks
❏ Driver Behavior
❏ Safety
❏ Comfort and Appeal

Background research themes: 

● History 
● Demographics
● Past, current & future 

planning initiatives
● Institutional actors
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Walk Audit: Program Outcomes

■ Better understanding of
○ Methods of evaluation 63%
○ Shared Story Creation 91%
○ Resources and tools available to 

communities 56%
■ Relevant to my academic study 54%
■ Relevant to my professional goals 54%
■ “I believe Walk Audit training yields more 

engaged citizens and better student 
neighbors.” 100%

■ Future Involvement 100%

Over 50% of the cohort answered survey questions on a 1-5 scale very strongly disagree - very strongly agree



Walk Audit Cohort: 
Demographics

● 5 colleges
Tyler School of Art and Architecture, College of Engineering, 
College of Liberal Arts, Klein College of Media and 
Communication, and Fox School of Business

● 4 graduate students from 4 programs
1 MBA Candidate, 1 Architecture Grad Student, 1 Urban 
Planning, and 1 Masters of Public Policy

● 16 undergraduate students from 11 majors
Civil Engineering (2), Environmental Engineering (1), 
Community Development (3), Communications Studies (1), 
Geography and Urban Studies (3), Environmental Studies 
(3), Global Studies (1), Economics (1), Journalism (1), 
Advertising – Art Direction (1)

● 1 alumnus
Fox School of Business
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Next Steps
❏ Student Success Stories

❏ A GUS/ES student was able to use GIS and create a 
StoryMap for coursework, research

❏ An MA architecture student chose to design a 
multimodal transit center for their final project

❏ Two community development seniors designed oral 
history walking tours of North Philly for their senior 
project

❏ A global studies student discussed their walk audit 
experience in a winning Boeren fellowship 
application

❏ Feet First Philly: Policy, Events, and Communications 
committee work 

❏ Safe Routes Philly: near peer mentorship & partnering 
with local k-12 schools

A graphic map by one of our advertising students



@Bro_Neill

https://twitter.com/bro_neill/status/1348355127216910336?lang=en
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Questions?

Caroline Burkholder
Sustainability Manager 
Temple University Office of Sustainability 
 
caroline.burkholder@temple.edu
sustainability.temple.edu

Will Fraser
Project Manager
Clean Air Council / Feet First Philly

wfraser@cleanair.org
cleanair.org  
feetfirstphilly.org

mailto:caroline.burkholder@temple.edu
https://sustainability.temple.edu/
mailto:wfraser@cleanair.org
https://cleanair.org/
https://feetfirstphilly.org/


WHAT IS A WALK AUDIT? 

This deck introduces the Walk Audit 
Training Certification Program and serves 
as the primary training module for the 
qualitative walk audit.



Icebreaker and Attendance 

Chat your name, major, why do you walk/roll? , & 
where do you walk/roll?, 
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Caroline Burkholder
Sustainability Manager 
Temple University Office of Sustainability 
 
caroline.burkholder@temple.edu
Sustainability.temple.edu

https://linktr.ee/templeclimateleaders
@tusustainability 

mailto:caroline.burkholder@temple.edu
https://sustainability.temple.edu/
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Temple Sustainability Walk Audit Training Certification

❏ Why walking and walk audits are important
❏ Elements of a successful walk audit 
❏ Temple & Walk Audit

❏ Program Timeline
❏ Shared Stories and Community Learning: Outcomes
❏ Pedestrian Advocacy: Applications and Scaling Up
❏ Next Steps: Review Resources and the assignment

❏ Virtual Walk Audit
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Feet First Philly 

❏ Project of the Clean Air Council
❏ Mission: Improve the pedestrian environment, 

protect the rights of pedestrians, and 
encourage walking as a mode of transportation

❏ Feet First Philly website

https://feetfirstphilly.org/
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Walking Questions

❏ Why do you walk/roll?
❏ Where do you walk/roll?
❏ What obstacles or challenges do 

you have while walking/rolling?
❏ How has walking helped you during 

COVID-19 or since coming to 
Temple?
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Promoting Walking

Walking is our best hope for population-
level shift in physical activity and a key 
strategy to reducing transportation C02

Why walk?
● Decreases stress
● Controls mood
● Improved sleep
● Increases HDL
● Increases creativity
● Strengthens muscles
● Improves lung health
● Improves heart health

● Improves bone density
● Improves range of motion
● Increases energy
● Increases metabolism
● Manages weight
● Lowers blood sugar
● Lowers blood pressure
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Why Walk?
❏ Free
❏ Low skill
❏ Accessible/Available
❏ Effective at improving health
❏ Cumulative
❏ Recreation or Transportation
❏ Environmentally friendly
❏ Social connections
❏ Good for business
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Walk Audits

❏ Purpose: evaluate the pedestrian 
experience

❏ Can range from a technical study of 
a single intersection, to a broad 
evaluation of a walking route

❏ Used to highlight positives, identify 
problems, and find solutions
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Quantitative
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Visualizing a walk audit
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Why would you do a walk audit?

❏ Public health
❏ Pedestrian safety
❏ Land use changes
❏ Transportation network
❏ Economic opportunities
❏ Build coalitions
❏ Agree on common concerns
❏ Identify solutions
❏ Advocate for change
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Traffic Violence and the High Injury Network 

Vision Zero is a strategy to eliminate all 
traffic-related deaths and severe injuries, while 
increasing safety, health, and mobility for all.

Every year in Philadelphia, our residents are 
subject to approximately 10,000 traffic crashes. 

These crashes take the lives of around 85 
people each year in Philadelphia, and severely 

injuring 250 more.

Eighty percent of all traffic deaths and serious 
injuries occurred on just twelve percent of 
Philadelphia streets. (High Injury Network)

Vision Zero

https://phl.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=2a51d5357e24439996f2aa9cdeae72b9
http://visionzerophl.com/about
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Climate Justice and the Urban Mission



Sustainable 
Transportation

INSTITUTIONAL CHANGEMAKING: 
Climate Justice & Carbon 
Emissions

BEHAVIOR AND LIFESTYLE 
CHANGE: Sustainable Commuting 
and Low-carbon transport

JUST POLICY: Traffic Violence and 
Planning equitable, healthy and 
climate resilient communities

Temple University Office of 
Sustainability & Clean Air Council 
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Can we address sustainability challenges in urban 
transportation in a holistic way which considers 
student leadership development and teaches you 
to be more active and engaged stewards and 
citizens of your community?

Yes, through pedestrian advocacy and walk audits



Walk Audit: Basics
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Where? 

● Mix of environments
○ Good and bad 
○ Mixed use and mixed modes
○ Purposeful 

● Distance: ~1 hour with 3-4 
stops, 5-10 blocks

● Consider age and mobility of 
participants
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Scope: Temple University & Walk Audits

 (High Injury Network)

https://phl.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=2a51d5357e24439996f2aa9cdeae72b9
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Temple Walk Audit Route

This semesters default walk audit 
will be conducted on Cecil B Moore 
Ave from Willington to N 10th Sts 

● Highly trafficked
● Includes multiple land-uses
● Contains a variety of networks 
● Site of development and 

opportunity to work directly with 
DVRPC, OTIS and Vision Zero
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When?

Peak travel time, depending on location and 
concerns:

● Before/after school
● Business rush hours (8-10am & 4-6pm)
● Nights
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Who?
❏ Local: people who live, work, learn, worship, 

and play near the audit area
❏ Partners: organization, business, & 

government allies
❏ Decision Makers: targets of advocacy resulting 

from the audit
❏ Miscellaneous: groups with a potential interest 

in the audit or who could be helpful resources

Throughout all of these - diverse experiences, especially 
varying abilities

Also your group members and their respective 
disciplinary backgrounds.



Questions?
About Why, Where, When and Who



Walk Audit: Step by Step
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Prepare Materials

❏ Print a map of the area and outline 
the route

❏ Mark off ~3 points to stop and 
discuss

❏ Prepare packets for participants
❏ Encourage participants to write 

down observations but designate 
at least one person as an official 
note taker of the discussions

There will be a Google form for each group to fill out prior to your 
data collection and audit session. 
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During the Walk Audit

❏ Introductions
❏ Education/set-up 

❏ Go over the background of the audit

❏ Observation instructions
❏ What to evaluate

❏ Safety instructions
❏ open roads, be safe most importantly!

❏ Discussion stops 
❏ 1-10 scale
❏ have a reason why
❏ everyone participate, and 
❏ think of all users
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Stop and Discuss

❏ Pick ~3 stops during your walk audit that break up the 
audit into discrete sections.

❏ At each stop, each participant should give a number 
1-10 to rate that section

❏ Based on the 5 themes: varied environment, designed 
for people, transportation connections, safety and 
accessibility for all, comfort and appeal

❏ Use the scores to lead discussion of why scores were 
higher or lower related to the evaluation themes

❏ Feedback should consider all users

Walk Audit StoryMap

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/9a7d580b2bca4975914e150f7ae6d732
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Evaluation Themes
❏ Varied Environment
❏ Designed for People
❏ Transportation 

Connections
❏ Safety and 

Accessibility for All
❏ Comfort and Appeal
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Theme: Varied Environment

Different types of 
destinations within 
walking distance

Residential, parks, 
restaurants, other public 
and commercial spaces 
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Theme: Designed for People

❏ Designed to reward not punish
❏ Bike racks, benches, trash cans, 

pedestrian signals at 
intersections

❏ Storefronts close to the 
sidewalk
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Theme: Transportation Connections

Pedestrian, bicycle, and transit 
networks are comprehensive and 

connected to each other
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Theme: Safety and Accessibility for All

❏ Safe for all ages and physical 
abilities

❏ Curb ramps, cross walks, 
bumpouts, leading pedestrian 
intervals
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Comfort and Appeal 
❏ Walking/rolling should be fun, easy, and 

rewarding
❏ Murals, green spaces, wide and well-lit 

sidewalks, plantings
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After the Walk 

Summarize what the group 
discovered together on your walk, 
create a shared understanding

Was anything missed along the 
route?

Assign a person to write up notes 
and next steps, and schedule a 
follow-up conversation
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Qualitative (Corridor)

❏ Varied Environment
❏ Designed for People
❏ Transportation Connections
❏ Safety and Accessibility for all
❏ Comfort and Appeal

Background research themes: 

● History 
● Demographics
● Past, current & future planning initiatives
● Institutional actors

Field Work and Assignment
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Selecting Audit Routes and Assigning Groups
Priority/Default Route

Cecil B Moore from Willington to 11th 
St

REQUIRED ROUTE SUBMISSION FORM

In groups, 3 community assets (3 
sections/stops along the corridor), 
brief justification and DATE you will be 
completing the Walk Audit

Group Assignments F21
 

https://forms.gle/pKKsyw5kn8VfmD118
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ymWstTQ0b7Tnz8vN-0X-deuldNBNtp6lrmF3MkEL7a8/edit
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● Virtual Training Session “What is a Walk Audit?” 
Wednesday, September 29 2PM

● Feet First Philly Walk Audit Resource Webinar
Monday, 10/11, Tuesday, 10/12 or Thursday, 10/14 
Complete Doodle Poll ASAP to indicate time 
preference. Come having watched the first 
training session. 

● Data collection & presentation prep in groups:
Anytime October 14 - November 1

● Midpoint Check-in and Office Hours 
Wednesday, October 20 2-5PM

● Final Presentations 
Wednesday, November 3 2-5PM

Timeline

Walk Audit StoryMap

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoodle.com%2Fpoll%2Fmzhi38mww5sqaamt%3Futm_source%3Dpoll%26utm_medium%3Dlink&data=04%7C01%7Ccaroline.burkholder%40temple.edu%7Cf82f2a9ca32e43e6693e08d9829f666b%7C716e81efb52244738e3110bd02ccf6e5%7C0%7C0%7C637684443428641334%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=Kav0KpuG6UbkX4JW98tIFU5WmtWUpeuoUg75cpWmSls%3D&reserved=0
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/9a7d580b2bca4975914e150f7ae6d732
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Feet First Philly: Mini Grants

● Chew and Chelten CDC
● Cobbs Creek Ambassador 

Program
● The Enterprise Center CDC 
● Centennial East Parkside CDC 
● Kensington Neighborhood 

Association 

https://feetfirstphilly.org/2021/07/22/our-mini-grant-is-funding-projects-around-philly/
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Walk Audit: Program Outcomes

■ Better understanding of
○ Methods of evaluation 63%
○ Shared Story Creation 91%
○ Resources and tools available to 

communities 56%
■ Relevant to my academic study 54%
■ Relevant to my professional goals 54%
■ “I believe Walk Audit training yields more 

engaged citizens and better student 
neighbors.” 100%

■ Future Involvement 100%

Over 50% of the cohort answered survey questions on a 1-5 scale very strongly disagree - very strongly agree



Walk Audit Cohort: 
Demographics 
 Fall 2020

● 5 colleges
Tyler School of Art and Architecture, College of Engineering, 
College of Liberal Arts, Klein College of Media and 
Communication, and Fox School of Business

● 4 graduate students from 4 programs
1 MBA Candidate, 1 Architecture Grad Student, 1 Urban 
Planning, and 1 Masters of Public Policy

● 16 undergraduate students from 11 majors
Civil Engineering (2), Environmental Engineering (1), 
Community Development (3), Communications Studies (1), 
Geography and Urban Studies (3), Environmental Studies 
(3), Global Studies (1), Economics (1), Journalism (1), 
Advertising – Art Direction (1)

● 1 alumnus
Fox School of Business



Lehigh Avenue:
Virtual Walk Audit 

Register for this webinar. Start at 39:33.

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/F_wDQqxt6O4LC0yXVTpANYDu6kJR7fUYrbP9mx7G8JFcFm8u0HvCbAFUfHEx7Q1zV5hTRb-89Hpsifho.qAiKCBAeYjcVBemU?continueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=VHWu1GbkQ6q0rp-II8pWlQ.1632938031362.4b5c2bf99f56de43b1e042d6f8219914&_x_zm_rhtaid=312


@Bro_Neill

https://twitter.com/bro_neill/status/1348355127216910336?lang=en
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Questions?
Sign up: https://bit.ly/TUWalkAuditApp

Caroline Burkholder
Sustainability Manager 
Temple University Office of Sustainability 
 
caroline.burkholder@temple.edu
sustainability.temple.edu

Will Fraser
Project Manager
Clean Air Council / Feet First Philly

wfraser@cleanair.org
cleanair.org  
feetfirstphilly.org

mailto:caroline.burkholder@temple.edu
https://sustainability.temple.edu/
mailto:wfraser@cleanair.org
https://cleanair.org/
https://feetfirstphilly.org/


TECHNICAL WALK AUDIT  
TRAINING LECTURE

This is the training module for the   
technical, or intersection, walk audit.  
This session is the second in the two part 
Walk Audit Certification training series. 



Walk Audit Certification 2.0



Outline
● Walk audit review
● Preparing for your walk audit
● Walk audit rehearsal
● Qualitative walk audit of Lancaster Ave
● Assignment
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Next Steps
❏ Student Success Stories

❏ A GUS/ES student was able to use GIS and create a 
StoryMap for coursework, research

❏ An MA architecture student chose to design a 
multimodal transit center for their final project

❏ Two community development seniors designed oral 
history walking tours of North Philly for their senior 
project

❏ A global studies student discussed their walk audit 
experience in a winning Boeren fellowship 
application

❏ Feet First Philly: Policy, Events, and Communications 
committee work 

❏ Safe Routes Philly: near peer mentorship & partnering 
with local k-12 schools

A graphic map by one of our advertising students



Why Walk?

•Strengthens muscles

•Improves lung & heart health

•Free, low skill,  accessible

•Recreation or Transportation

•Environmentally friendly

•Increases energy

•Increases metabolism

•Manages weight

•Lowers blood sugar

•Lowers blood pressure

•Decreases stress

•Controls mood

•Improved sleep

•Increases HDL

•Increases creativity

•Social connections

•Good for business

•Increases creativity



Walk Audits
Purpose: evaluate the pedestrian 
experience

Can range from a technical study of a 
single intersection, to a broad 
evaluation of a walking route

Used to highlight positives, identify 
problems, and find solutions



Qualitative vs quantitative walk audits
Qualitative walk audits  are more approachable 
and can be used by residents, community leaders, 
planners to evaluate the overall pedestrian 
experience along a corridor or neighborhood.

Quantitative walk audits focus on a particular 
intersection or specific road section of concern 
and take a deep dive into the measurements of 
sidewalks and street crossings; the timing of traffic 
lights; the counting of vehicles, bicycles, and 
pedestrians; and more.



Quantitative Walk Audit

● Community Science
○ Using accessible resources

● Touches on planning strategies
○ Not a planning tool accessible to non planners

● Quantitative walk audits focus on gathering intersection 
specific information across five categories: 

○ Crossing streets and Intersections
○ Sidewalks
○ Driver Behavior
○ Safety
○ Comfort and Appeal

● A score is awarded for each category based on 
information and observations gathered during the audit. 



Preparing for your walk audit

Familiarize yourself with the intersection, gain a better 
understanding of community history,  resident concerns, and 
any streetscape work slated for the future.

● History
● Demographics 
● Past, current, & future planning initiatives
● Institutional actors 



Demographics 

● Mapping inequality
● US Census

○ American Community Survey
● DVRPC Equity Analysis 

○ Indicators for Potential Disadvantage
● Philadelphia Community Health Assessment

https://dsl.richmond.edu/panorama/redlining/#loc=10/40.015/-75.462&city=philadelphia-pa&area=D4
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/philadelphiacitypennsylvania,US/PST045219
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/about.html
https://www.dvrpc.org/webmaps/IPD/#map
https://www.phila.gov/media/20181220135006/Health-of-the-City-2018.pdf


Tips from John Pettit, TUL Archivist:  

● Philadelphia Evening Bulletin
● Temple University Archives
● Philly GeoHistory 
● phillyhistory.org 
● atlas.phila.gov

Email John, jpettit@temple.edu, for more information. 

Community History

● Temple University Libraries
○ Special Collections Research 

Center
● Collecting Specialty: Urban Archiving

○ Finding Aids
○ Digital Collections 

SCRC

https://www.philageohistory.org/geohistory/
https://www.phillyhistory.org/PhotoArchive/Home.aspx
https://atlas.phila.gov/
mailto:jpettit@temple.edu
https://library.temple.edu/scrc
https://library.temple.edu/scrc
https://library.temple.edu/finding_aids
https://digital.library.temple.edu/
https://digital.library.temple.edu/digital/collection/p245801coll0/search/searchterm/Temple%20History%20in%20Photographs/field/digita/mode/exact/conn/and/page/2


Institutional Actors

● Community and non governmental organizations
○ RCO’s, CDC’s, NAC’s, community/civic groups, friends 

groups, commercial corridor managers, religious 
institutions, schools, health care providers, local 
businesses  

● Decision makers
○ Transit agencies

■ SEPTA, oTIS, Streets Department, PENNDOT
○ Planning agencies

■ City planning and development department, 
DVRPC, Philadelphia Water Department 



Planning initiatives

What planning initiatives exist to draw information from and 
better understand the area of study?

● Philadelphia’s City Planning Commissions District Plan
● PWD green stormwater infrastructure
● oTIS Transit Plan
● Upcoming planned developments

○ Other long/short range plans
● VZ Action Plan, HIN, & Capital Plan
● DVRPC plans
● SEPTA’s Strategic Plan 
● Other bike or pedestrian plans

https://www.phila2035.org/lower-north
https://www.phila.gov/documents/philadelphia-transit-plan/
https://phl.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=2a51d5357e24439996f2aa9cdeae72b9
http://visionzerophl.com/capital-plan-2025
https://planning.septa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/SEPTA-Forward_StrategicPlan2021-2026.pdf


Creating your map

● Maps can be as simple as a google map, more detailed like a GIS 
map, or you can create your own map

○ The map should intuitive enough to hand to a volunteer 
without having to explain map details 

● Add landmarks, such as a specific business, to your map as a 
reference point for other users

○ In addition, label each crosswalk with a unique letter
● The map you create will used for all five of the observation areas

○ Review all five of the observation instructions before creating 
your map









Conducting the walk audit

Focusing on the five areas below your group will time, measure, and observe the 
intersection to evaluate the pedestrian environment and identify potential dangers.   

● Crossing streets and Intersections
● Sidewalks
● Driver and Cyclist Behavior
● Safety
● Comfort and Appeal



What you will need

● Clipboards and writing utensils
○ Print extra walk audits

● Measuring wheel/tape
● Camera, stopwatch

○ Phone works for both
● Safety vests
● Radar gun

○ Optional



1) Crossing Streets and Intersections Observations

● Your first observation will focus on the intersection and street 
crossings 

● Circle any items that are a problem for pedestrians
● Problems for pedestrian may include
● Who is using the pedestrian environment?

○ How are pedestrians traveling?
○ Why are people travelling on or around the intersection?

● Include overall rating

Images: Longbeach.gov, Richard Drdul



2) Sidewalk Observations

If applicable, note any areas where the sidewalk is significantly narrower 
due to poles, trees, or physical obstructions. Include a cross section of 
the sidewalk with measurements. 

● Circle any areas or items that are problematic for pedestrians
● What might be especially problematic for a child, older adult, or 

person with disabilities?
● Include overall rating



3) Driver and Cyclist Behavior Observations

● Are drivers and cyclists stopping and yielding to pedestrians?
● Obeying traffic signals?
● Speeding?
● Distracted?

○ How many, what percent?
● Include overall rating

○ Excellent, good, fair, poor
Image: Adam Coppola



4) Safety Observations

● Does it feel safe walking/rolling here?
● What is the exact location of each problem?
● Is there construction that focus pedestrians into the street?
● Is signage visible, missing, or confusing?
● Does speeding or congestion make this intersection unsafe? 
● Include overall rating



Image: latrail.org

5) Comfort and Appeal Observations
● What might be especially problematic for a child, older adult or person with disabilities?
● Does your group feel safe talking here?
● Does the street have trees, is it shaded?
● Are there places to rest and relax, benches or seating?
● Is there trash or litter?
● Are transportation options easy to identify, sheltered, lit?
● Include overall rating



Tally your Ratings and Observations

● Tally your scores from each observation section
● You overall rating will be more than just your check mark total

○ Think about your observations as a whole
○ Were some areas much better or worse than others? 

■ For example, the sidewalks might be good for 
walking, but intersections might be poor for crossing 
the street. This might justify reducing the overall 
rating of your walk audit area



Next Steps

● Create a debrief document with your observations, issues, and scores 

● Use your findings to explore solutions to increase pedestrian safety

● Explore solutions make a recommendation



Explore Pedestrian Safety Enhancements & Traffic Calming Solutions 

Use your findings to explore solutions and make recommendations

● Urban Street Design Guide
● Philadelphia Complete Streets Design Handbook
● PWD Green Stormwater Infrastructure 

Planning & Design Manual
● FFP Pedestrian Advocacy Guide

https://nacto.org/publication/urban-street-design-guide/
https://www.philadelphiastreets.com/images/uploads/resource_library/cs-handbook.pdf
http://documents.philadelphiawater.org/gsi/GSI_Planning_and_Design_Manual.pdf
http://documents.philadelphiawater.org/gsi/GSI_Planning_and_Design_Manual.pdf
https://cleanair.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=0ccbddba60ca479bb5d2af8c3ed9edb1


Walk Audit Location
● This semester semester's Walk Audit Certification will be chosen by student groups
● The intersection should fall within the confines of Temple University's service area, 11th and 

17th between Dauphin & CBM, can include intersections on Cecil B but avoid Broad Street.

https://safety.temple.edu/services-programs/main-campus-patrol-map


Preparing for your Walk Audit

Preparing the Walk Audit
● Research and review relevant background information on study area
● Decide on an intersection
● Create a map

During the Walk Audit
● Education/set-up - Review the background research 
● Observations instructions - what to evaluate, who is observing what
● Safety instructions - open roads, be safe & follow COVID guidelines
● Conduct the walk audit (*must be in pairs AT LEAST)



Walk Audit presentation  

● Background information on the study area
● Explanation and justification of intersection choice
● Breakdown of the five observation themes
● Reflection on findings in summary 
● Propose a solution, make a recommendation

Questions?



Lancaster Avenue Walk Audit



PEC Walk Audit Review

● Study area background
● Intersection map 
● Observations & ratings
● Recommendations





Lancaster Avenue History
● In the 1950s, the area was known as “Black Bottom.” Black 

Bottom was a predominately African American community 
that was seeking to escape racial segregation & oppression

● Lancaster Avenue was first used in 1795, as the first long- 
distance paved road to link Philadelphia at 34th Street to 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

○ Remains a major arterial road that serves as a 
connector, not only between different parts of the city, 
but between the city and the Main Line suburbs.

● “The Ave” is a bustling commercial corridor and includes arts 
and galleries, childcare and education, markets and 
restaurants, and health services to name a few.



Institutional Actors

Local Community Organizations

● Neighborhood Bike Works, Mantua Civic Association
● Mill Creek Advisory Council
● West Powelton Village Civic Association
● West Belmont Civic Association
● Belmont Civic Association



Planning initiatives

● Make Your Mark: Lower Lancaster Revitalization Plan (2012)
● City of Philadelphia, Vision Zero Three-Year Action Plan (2017)
● City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia 2035: University Southwest District 

Plan(2013)
● City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia 2035: West District Plan (2018)
● Philadelphia Water Department: Green Stormwater Infrastructure Planning & 

Design Manual (2018)
● Community Development Partnership Agreement – Drexel University
● Philadelphia Promise Zone Initiative (2014)
● West Philadelphia Promise Neighborhood
● Opportunity Zones Program (2017)
● Trolley Modernization



Intersection Map
Includes:

● Belmont Avenue
● 44th Street
● Ogden Street
● Lancaster Avenue



1) Crossing Streets and Intersections Observations

● Intersection crosswalks, stopping bars, and signage are partially missing, worn, or not 
clearly marked.

● Crossing times are inadequate for average-speed walkers and pedestrians have long waits 
between crossing signals.

○ The green-light time for traffic traveling along Lancaster Avenue oscillates between 25 
seconds and 120 seconds. This results in an unusually long wait time for pedestrians 
who wish to safely cross Lancaster Avenue.

● There are no pedestrian signals or ADA compliant ramps.
● The area has obstructions blocking the view of traffic for pedestrians.
● The design of the crosswalk and intersection is mostly adequate for the volume and type of 

pedestrians and cyclists.
● The design conflicts with the natural traffic patterns of these groups.

○ Most people are crossing against the signal or outside of the crossing area.



2) Sidewalk Observations

● Sidewalks are present, continuous, with few pinch points. The buffer between 
moving traffic and the walking zone is mostly consistent

● The sidewalk is in good condition with few cracks or irregularities
● There are interruptions or obstructions to the sidewalks.

3) Driver and Cyclist Behavior Observations

● Most drivers and cyclists stop at stop signs, obey traffic 
signals, and yield to pedestrians.

● Drivers and cyclists frequently speed but did not make 
unexpected maneuvers or exhibit distracted driving.



4) Safety Observations

● Adequate street lighting
● This intersection  is not well marked and is confusing to navigate.



5) Comfort and Appeal Observations

● Some of the buildings in the area are unattractive and/or poorly maintained 
buildings

● There are areas in need of landscaping
● The area has most amenities such as trash and recycling cans and shade 

trees
● The area lacks amenities such as bus shelters and benches
● The area can feel deserted or isolated and, at times, lacks “eyes on the 

street.” Some of the stores and businesses are not oriented toward the street 
and required walking through a parking lot to access them



Ratings and Observations

● High volume  intersection combined with 
dangerous and long crosswalks create a high 
need for intervention.

● Pedestrian crossings are a major concern due to 
long crosswalks and vehicle speeds through 
intersection.

● The intersection benefits from good sidewalk 
conditions but suffers from poor safety conditions 
and intersection crossings. 



Recommendations
● Install pedestrian cross signals and adjust 

light timing so that each crosswalk is 
complimented with sufficient crossing time

● Install additional directional signage
● Upgrade all crosswalks to include ADA 

compliant curb ramps



Review of Walk Audit Field Assignment

● Summarize what you discovered on your audit
● Form clear points about the intersections strengths and 

weaknesses
● Use the five observation themes to further breakdown your 

findings 
● Be prepared to share your group findings and talk about 

the walk experience as a whole as well as why your group 
chose the specific intersection

● Think about how the intersection could be improved



Demographics, socioeconomic status, & travel data

● Population of the PEC service area is 27,512
● Median age is 28, Only 11% of the population 

are age 65+
● Sixty-eight percent of the PEC service area 

population identify as Black or African 
American

● Median household income for the 
service area is $20,000

● Over 47 percent of this area lives at 
or below the poverty level

● 44% commute to work via public 
transportation and 18% walk

● From 2012 to 2017, 183 reportable 
crashes occurred at intersections on 
Lancaster Avenue between 36th Street and 
Girard Avenue, resulting in six major injuries 
or fatalities. (PennDOT, 2019)



Presenting your findings: Session 2 - 4/21

Presentation Format > something shareable via Zoom, 
Google slides or Powerpoint  

● Background information on the study area
● Explanation and justification of intersection 

selection
● Breakdown of the five observation themes
● Reflection on findings in summary 
● Propose a solution, make a recommendation



Questions?

Caroline Burkholder: caroline.burkholder@temple.edu 

Will Fraser: wfraser@cleaniar.org
Nick Zuwiala-Rogers - NZR@cleanair.org 

mailto:wfraser@cleaniar.org
mailto:NZR@cleanair.org


PEDESTRIAN RESOURCE  
GUIDE PRESENTATION 

Participants learn all about Feet First 
Philly and how walk audits and pedestrian 
advocacy are growing  and strengthening 
safe and sustainable neighborhoods.



Who are Pedestrians?

Type your definition of who pedestrians are in the chat.



Who are Pedestrians?

 All Philadelphians are pedestrians.

Everyone that travels on Philadelphia’s streets and sidewalks 

whether running for exercise, taking public transit to work, or 

window-shopping in a wheelchair, are pedestrians.



Will Fraser
Project Manager
Clean Air Council / Feet First Philly
cleanair.org  
feetfirstphilly.org

wfraser@cleanair.org

mailto:wfraser@cleanair.org


FEET FIRST PHILLY’S
PEDESTRIAN ADVOCACY GUIDE

PEDESTRIAN ENHANCEMENT 
MINI-GRANTS

FEET FIRST PHILLY SUBCOMMITTEES 

HELP MAKE OUR CITY SAFE FOR ALL 
PEDESTRIANS AND RESIDENTS!



● Feet First Philly is a pedestrian advocacy group 

sponsored by the Clean Air Council. 

● Our aims are to

○ Raise awareness of issues facing pedestrians in 

the City of Philadelphia

○ Improve the pedestrian environment

○ Protect the rights of pedestrians

○ Encourage walking as a mode of transportation, as 

well as for exercise and recreation



 Pedestrian Advocacy

Making our streets walkable, rollable and safe 

for everyone is very important!





Pedestrian Advocacy Guide



Where do you go or who do you call about:
● Illegal dumping
● Parking issues
● If you need to plant a tree
● Sidewalk repair
● Broken light



Our Pedestrian Advocacy Guide

Tabs included in our guide:

❖ Sidewalks and Road Condition
➢ Lighting, construction 

blockage

➢ Flooding, planting a tree, 

broken concrete

❖ Driver Behavior
➢ Street signs and traffic 

lights

➢ Speeding

❖ Parking
➢ Residential Parking 

Permits
➢ Other Parking Permits

■ Reserved Parking
❖ Quality of Life

➢ Illegal dumping, block 
and park clean ups

➢ Obtaining a city trash can 
for a commercial corridor

❖ Other Resources
➢ Advocates
➢ Elected officials















How can you Help?
Start by using our advocacy guide and advocate for your 
safety and that of other pedestrians.

If you see a problem report it to                                                                      
the correct agencies

If you know of a resource that’s                                                                  
missing, let us know: email                                        
feetfirstphilly@cleanair.org



Walk Audits



Walk Audits
Purpose: evaluate the pedestrian 
experience

Can range from a technical study of a 
single intersection, to a broad 
evaluation of a walking route

Used to highlight positives, identify 
problems, and find solutions



Qualitative (corridor)  Walk Audit
● Helps to identify specific areas unsafe for pedestrians

● Evaluation themes include

○ Varied Environment

○ Designed for People

○ Transportation Connections

○ Safety and Accessibility for All

○ Comfort and Appeal

● Scores are awarded at intermediate stops

● Webinar training at https://feetfirstphilly.org/2020/07/17/icymi-how-to-do-a-walk-audit/

https://feetfirstphilly.org/2020/07/17/icymi-how-to-do-a-walk-audit/


Quantitative (intersection) Walk Audit

● This walk audit centers around a single intersection

● Community Science

○ Using accessible resources

● Touches on planning strategies

● Gather specific information across 5 categories: 

○ Crossing streets and Intersections

○ Sidewalks

○ Driver Behavior

○ Safety

○ Comfort and Appeal

● A score is awarded for each category based on information 

and observations gathered during the audit. 



Mini Grants



FEET FIRST PHILLY’S
Pedestrian enhancement mini-grant 

Provides mini-grant funding to create and improve public 
spaces, particularly in underserved communities.



Mini-grant Request for Proposals

● Feet First Philly is offering mini-grant funding to create and improve public spaces
● Funding can be used to support public space projects
● Examples: parklets, art installations, sidewalk repair, stewardship efforts
● https://feetfirstphilly.org/public-space-enhancement-mini-grant/ 

https://feetfirstphilly.org/public-space-enhancement-mini-grant/


Size and scope of grants
● Feet First Philly mini-grants are between $500 - $2000
● Project size can vary in size from a parking space to community wide 
● Types of projects are open ended
● Use of funds



Examples of Previous Projects 



Feet First Philly
Subcommittees



3 Feet First Philly subcommittees 

● Policy & Planning

● Communications

● Events



Questions?
● Link to our Pedestrian Advocacy Guide: 

https://tinyurl.com/pedestrian-advocacy-guide
● Link to pedestrian enhancement mini-grant 

https://feetfirstphilly.org/public-space-enhancement-mini-grant/
● Reach out to me if you’re interested in joining a subcommittee

wfraser@cleanair.org

https://tinyurl.com/pedestrian-advocacy-guide
https://feetfirstphilly.org/public-space-enhancement-mini-grant/
mailto:wfraser@cleanair.org
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Scope: Temple University & Walk Audits

 (High Injury Network)

https://phl.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=2a51d5357e24439996f2aa9cdeae72b9
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Selecting Audit Routes and Assigning Groups
Priority/Default Route

Cecil B Moore from Willington to 11th 
St

REQUIRED ROUTE SUBMISSION FORM

In groups, 3 community assets (3 
sections/stops along the corridor), 
brief justification and DATE you will be 
completing the Walk Audit

Group Assignments F21
 

https://forms.gle/pKKsyw5kn8VfmD118
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ymWstTQ0b7Tnz8vN-0X-deuldNBNtp6lrmF3MkEL7a8/edit
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Route Submission Form
This is a required form to be completed by at least 1 member in each Walk Audit 
group.

● Your name, your group number, the names of all the individuals in your group
● Your walk audit corridor
● The date and time of your walk audit
● Provide the location of each stop and a 1-2 sentence justification for that stop
● Final presentation type and scheduling 

REQUIRED ROUTE SUBMISSION FORM

https://forms.gle/pKKsyw5kn8VfmD118
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Temple Walk Audit Route

This semesters default walk audit 
will be conducted on Cecil B Moore 
Ave from Willington to N 10th Sts 

● Highly trafficked
● Includes multiple land-uses
● Contains a variety of networks 
● Site of development and 

opportunity to work directly with 
DVRPC, OTIS and Vision Zero



34

When?

Peak travel time, depending on location and 
concerns:

● Before/after school
● Business rush hours (8-10am & 4-6pm)
● Nights
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Prepare Materials

❏ Print a map of the area and outline 
the route

❏ Mark off ~3 points to stop and 
discuss

❏ Prepare packets for participants
❏ Encourage participants to write 

down observations but designate 
at least one person as an official 
note taker of the discussions



QUALITATIVE WALK AUDIT 
FIELD ASSIGNMENT AND   
SELECTED GROUP PROJECTS

A document describing the qualitative 
or intersection audit assignment and  
selected audit presentations from   
participating student groups. The walk 
audit intersections were limited to the 
City of Philadelphia’s Vision Zero High  
Injury Network and the Temple University  
Campus Police Boundaries.

https://phl.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=2a51d5357e24439996f2aa9cdeae72b9
https://phl.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=2a51d5357e24439996f2aa9cdeae72b9
https://safety.temple.edu/services-programs/main-campus-patrol-map
https://safety.temple.edu/services-programs/main-campus-patrol-map


Temple Walk Audit Certification Course
Qualitative Field Assignment

The area of focus for this semester's Walk Audit Certification is Cecil B Moore Avenue between
Broad Street and 11th Street. This route was chosen for a number of reasons:

● The Avenue is part of Philadelphia’s High Injury Network, the 12% of city roads where
50% of all traffic deaths and severe injuries happen.

● Cecil B Moore is highly trafficked by students who live in dormitories, residents who live
in the adjacent neighborhoods, and employees that work in the surrounding area.

● There are also a variety of land uses along the corridor that serve the diverse needs of
area residents.

● Multiple transportation options along Cecil B Moore Ave allow the corridor to be easily
accessed by a number of transportation modes.

You will be responsible for selecting three stops along Cecil B Moore Avenue from
Willington to 11th Street to evaluate pedestrian conditions. Your stop selections should
incorporate both the North and South sides of Cecil B Moore breaking up your walk audit into
three distinct sections where your group rates each section on a scale of 1-10, worst to best.

Your score for each section should be based on the five themes below. Use the scores to
evaluate each section of the walk audit and identify the strengths and weaknesses of the route.

1. Varied Environment: Compact development with different types of destinations within
walking, cycling, and transit distance. Look for opportunities to live, work, shop, learn,
and pray. Food desserts, vacant properties near transit, and lack of business diversity
point to unappealing pedestrian conditions.

2. Transportation Connections: A comprehensive and connected network of pedestrian,
bicycle, and transit facilities, such as sidewalks, trails, bike lanes, and transit service.
Gaps in transit access, and sidewalks/trails that dead end are signs of a poor network.

3. Designed for People: Destinations are designed to reward, not punish, those who arrive
on foot, by bike, and transit. Inviting street elements such as bike parking, garbage cans,
benches, awnings, trees, bus shelters, water fountains, and public art. Lack of waiting
areas, absent or substandard signage, and poor multimodal transit options make
destinations difficult to reach.

4. Safety and accessibility for all: All ages, income, physical abilities and disabilities
should be considered. Curb ramps at intersections, painted crosswalks, pedestrian
crossing signals with countdown timers, center median islands, bus lanes, and traffic
calming measures such as narrower lanes, and bumpouts. Poor lighting, deteriorated
sidewalks, faded crosswalks, high traffic volumes, and speeding vehicles all contribute to
unsafe pedestrian environments

5. Comfort and appeal: Walking/rolling should be easy, intuitive, enjoyable, and
encouraged by the surrounding environment. Green spaces, murals, wide unobstructed
sidewalks, garbage cans, parklets, places to rest, signalized crossings, and quality street
lighting all contribute to safe pedestrian environments. Litter, dumping, neglected

http://phl.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=30ef5a719bc54ee7863813fe1b0b684e


Temple Walk Audit Certification Course
Qualitative Field Assignment

properties, long pedestrian crossing wait times, and crime all contribute to unwelcoming
pedestrian spaces.

Before conducting your walk audit make sure that you have the following materials:
❏ Your walk audit map with your predetermined stops
❏ A notebook or way to take notes and record the group ratings of the walk sections
❏ A camera or phone to take photos to include in your findings and final summary
❏ Remind yourself of the three points below

1. Be careful. Safety comes first and we are walking in the real world with real hazards.
Look out for yourself and others crossing streets, in low lit areas, and on uneven walking
surfaces. Be mindful of COVID-19 CDC health guidelines by practicing social distancing
and wearing masks during the walk audit.

2. Think of all users. Who are the people who walk in or through this space everyday?
Imagine young children, elderly, those on bikes, transit users, people pushing a stroller
or grocery cart, and people with disabilities.

3. Score the walk on a 0 to 10 scale. At predetermined points along the walk (3-4 stops is
a good number, broken up by different sections of the walk), use a 0-10 scoring system
for considering the environment. During scheduled stops, have each participant state
their score and give reasons for their rating (e.g., 4: “traffic speeds” or 8: “lots of trees”).
Use this to draw out discussion of why participants scored sections higher or lower.
There are no right or wrong answers, this is just a device to help the group observe,
share, and learn together.

Within your group...
❏ Decide on the 3 stop points
❏ Create map
❏ Discuss the 5 themes
❏ Review relevant background information

❏ Include personal and academic perspectives and lens
❏ Conduct walk audit

❏ Follow COVID-19 CDC and Temple U guidelines and protocol
❏ Must perform audit together with at least one other group member

❏ Post walk audit
❏ Compile Data
❏ Discuss and prepare presentation

After the Walk Audit...

❏ Summarize what you discovered on your audit while it is still fresh in your mind.
❏ Form clear points about the walk route’s strengths and weaknesses.
❏ Make any notiations that would be helpful on the map to understand the overall walk/roll

experience.



Temple Walk Audit Certification Course
Qualitative Field Assignment

❏ In your summary of the walk audit be sure to point to specific examples participants gave
in the discussions, and relate the walk audit ratings to the five themes.

❏ It can be helpful to organize the summary by stop location and/or the five themes, your
group should decide ahead of time.

❏ Use the five themes to further breakdown your findings and extrapolate what benefits
and drawbacks the route offers.

❏ Be prepared to share your group findings and talk about the walk experience as a whole
as well as why your group chose its specific route stop locations.

Your group is responsible for producing a digital presentation in a virtually shareable
format such as a PPT, Google Slide deck.

It will likely cover the following topics:
● Background information on the walk route location
● Explanation and justification of stop location choices
● General walking experience, related to the 5 themes
● Breakdown of scores and overall score
● Routes strengths and weaknesses
● Reflection on findings in summary
● Recommendations for next steps

○ FFP Pedestrian Advocacy Guide | major issues > existing resources or avenues
for addressing problems or elevate routes strengths

○ Within your discipline or personal experience, what big picture solutions can you
find to address barriers?

https://cleanair.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=0ccbddba60ca479bb5d2af8c3ed9edb1


TECHNICAL WALK AUDIT   
FIELD ASSIGNMENT AND   
SELECTED GROUP PROJECTS

A document describing the quantitative 
or intersection audit assignment and  
selected audit presentations from   
participating student groups. The walk 
audit intersections were limited to the 
City of Philadelphia’s Vision Zero High  
Injury Network and the Temple University  
Campus Police Boundaries.

https://phl.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=2a51d5357e24439996f2aa9cdeae72b9
https://phl.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=2a51d5357e24439996f2aa9cdeae72b9
https://safety.temple.edu/services-programs/main-campus-patrol-map
https://safety.temple.edu/services-programs/main-campus-patrol-map


Temple University | Clean Air Council
Technical Walk Audit
Group Assignment

The area of focus for this semester's Walk Audit Certification will be chosen by student groups.
The intersection should fall within the confines of Temple University's service area, 11th and
17th between Dauphin & CBM, can include intersections on Cecil B but avoid Broad Street.

Background Themes Audit Themes

History Crossing street and Intersections

Planning initiatives Sidewalks

Demographics Driver and Cyclist Behavior

Institutional actors Safety

Comfort and Appeal

Starting off with your group…

❏ Discuss and assign audit and background themes for observation and research
❏ Research and review relevant background information on study area

❏ Including history, planning initiatives, demographics, & institutional actors
❏ Decide on an intersection
❏ Create a map

https://safety.temple.edu/services-programs/main-campus-patrol-map


Temple University | Clean Air Council
Technical Walk Audit
Group Assignment

Before conducting your walk audit make sure that you have the following materials:

❏ Your walk audit packet with a labelled map of the intersection
❏ A camera and stop watch or a phone to take photos and time crossings/lights
❏ A measurement tool, measuring tape, wheel, or stick
❏ Remind yourself of the three points below

❏ Be careful. Safety comes first and we are walking in the real world with real
hazards. Look out for yourself and others crossing streets, in low lit areas, and on
uneven walking surfaces. Be mindful of COVID-19 CDC health guidelines by
practicing social distancing and wearing masks during the walk audit.

❏ Think of all users. Who are the people who walk in or through this space
everyday? Imagine young children, elderly, those on bikes, transit users, people
pushing a stroller or grocery cart, and people with disabilities.

❏ Score the walk after each observation. Remember to rate each of the five
observation areas excellent, good, fair, or poor after. Use the five scores at the
end of the audit to create an overall score of the intersection. (4 point scale and
average across 5 themes)

Conducting the walk audit….
❏ Follow COVID-19 CDC and Temple U guidelines and protocol
❏ Must perform audit together with at least one other group member
❏ Compile Data

After the Walk Audit...

❏ Summarize what you discovered on your audit while it is still fresh in your mind
❏ Data should support your observations

❏ Form clear points about the intersections strengths and weaknesses
❏ Use the five observation themes to further breakdown your findings and extrapolate what

benefits and drawbacks the intersection offers pedestrians
❏ Offer insight into the overall intersection experience

❏ Be prepared to share your group findings and talk about the walk experience as a whole
as well as why your group chose the specific intersection

❏ Think about how the intersection could be improved, give examples
❏ Case study
❏ Resource guides

● Urban Street Design Guide
● Philadelphia Complete Streets Design Handbook
● PWD Green Stormwater Infrastructure

Planning & Design Manual

https://nacto.org/publication/urban-street-design-guide/
https://www.philadelphiastreets.com/images/uploads/resource_library/cs-handbook.pdf
http://documents.philadelphiawater.org/gsi/GSI_Planning_and_Design_Manual.pdf
http://documents.philadelphiawater.org/gsi/GSI_Planning_and_Design_Manual.pdf


Temple University | Clean Air Council
Technical Walk Audit
Group Assignment



Temple University | Clean Air Council
Technical Walk Audit
Group Assignment
Your group is responsible for producing a digital presentation in a virtually shareable
format such as a PPT, Google Slide deck, etc.

It will likely cover the following topics:
● Background information on the study area

○ Who does this area serve, what are the land uses/transportation options, etc?
● Explanation and justification of intersection selection
● Breakdown of the five observation themes

○ Breakdown of scores and overall score
● Routes strengths and weaknesses
● Reflection on findings in summary
● Propose a solution, make a recommendation

○ Within your discipline or personal experience, what big picture solutions can you
find to address barriers?



https://sustainability.temple.edu
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